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To Divide or NOT to Divide?
In various orchid forums (and at society meetings), I often
hear growers ask for advice on whether or not to divide
their plants. The short answer is:
DON’T - unless you really need to.
Larger plants grow, and bloom, much better than smaller
plants, so the longer you can delay dividing the plant, the
better your results will be.
A mature Cattleya hybrid with 11 or more pseudobulbs
(PBs) could easily produce 4-6 new growths, while three
plants with 3-4 PBs, will usually produce only a single new
growth each.
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There was a natural
division line (red),
once I got it out of the
pot.
The numerals
refer to growth cycles.
It would have been
nice to get two divisions with 3 bulbs
each, but the plant did
not cooperate.
The actual 2 & 4 bulb divisions produced markedly
different results in growth cycle #4:

Obviously, if a plant has become too large to handle or to
fit on the window sill, you have to divide it, creating divisions for trade/gifts/sale. The following table provides
some general rules for divisions (I always want my keepers to have ‘a little extra’, so they will grow back fast):
Two recent actual exsamples from my greenhouse:


A young C. (Laelia) purpurata typically grows forward, with a single new lead in each cycle.
I have a mature plant with some 20-25 PBs. Most of
the leads produce 2 new growths at the front, plus
one from previous years growth.

This plant confirms the old saying, that a purpurata is
not mature till it is in a 10” (or larger) pot. A different
way of expressing this: It takes a certain amount of
plant ‘mass’ to produce optimum results; single lead
plants just can’t achieve this.


I divided a Brassia Rex in 2020. In the Oncidum/
Brassia group, a minimum of 2 bulbs/division is needed. The plant had 3 leads, but the 2 bulb miminum
prevented me from making 3 divisions.

Bulbophyllums
Cattleyas:
Cymbidiums(1):
Dendrobium
Epis (reed stem)
Laelia anceps
Miltoniopsis
Oncid/Intergen.
Paphiopedilum
Phragmipedium
Zygopetalum

’Keeper’ Div
6-10 PBs
6-10 PBs
3-4 PBs
(2)

3-4 stems
4-5 PBs
2-3 PBs
3 PBs
2-5 fans(3)
2 fans(4)
3 PBs

Trade/Sale Div
4-6 PBs
4-6 PBs
2-3 PBs
(2)

2-3 stems
3-4 PBs
2 PBs
2 PBs
1-5 fans(3)
1-2 fans(4)
2-3 PBs

(1) There are a few Cymbidiums, which are so vigorous,
that 1-2 PB divisions are successful (likely to bloom
1st season after division).
One such plant is
the very compact
miniature
Cym.
Dame Catherine
‘Spring
Day’
HCC/AOS. Even
single
back-bulb
divisions
might
bloom 1st year.
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There are a few members of the Cattleya group,
where 1-2 PBs are enough to start a new plant.
Guarianthe skinneri & bowringiana fall into this category, though I would prefer to see at least 3 PBs.
(2) Dendrobium:


Keikis (usually single cane) can be separated as
soon as they roots. I prefer to wait till the keiki
has finished growing that first cane.
 ‘Aussie’ types
:
4-6 canes/division.
 Latouria types
:
4-6 canes/division
 Nobile types
:
3-4 canes/division
 Phalaenopsis types :
2-3 canes/division.
(3) Paphiopedilum are a special case.


In Maudiae types, the fans root early, so you can
make single fan divisions (though they will grow &
rebloom much faster if you make 2-3 fan divisions).



Strap leafed types (= insigne, etc.):


Both species & primary hybrids root a little
slower, you usually need a couple of older fans
to get enough roots on each division.



Complex hybrids (‘Bulldogs’) root very slowly.
You usually need 3-4 fans to get enough roots
on each division.



Multiflorals (rothschildianum, etc.) rarely bloom on
single growth plants. Aim for 2-3 fan divisions if
possible.
(4) Phragmipediums will often do well from a single fan,
provided that they have enough roots. However, I still
prefer to see 2 fan divisions, as these will grow so
much faster.
I grow all my Phrags standing in water, about 1½-2”
deep. That leads to the mix breaking down quickly,
so I have to repot annually. When I do, the plants
often divide themselves.
If you have a Cattleya, that gives you a single new growth
each time, and you would like to create a division, you
have two choices:
A. When repotting, create back-bulb divisions with min.
2-3 PBs with 1 or 2 dormant ‘eyes’. Most such divisions will send out new leads, but it may take 2-4
years to grow these to blooming size.
B. 6-12 months before you plan to repot, cut the rhizome
with a clean razor blade. Leave at least 4 mature
PBs in the lead division, and min. 3 mature PBs in the
back-bulb division.
Doing this ‘in pot’ division without disturbing the roots
will usually produce larger leads from the back-bulb
division.
Monopodial orchids (Vanda, Renanthera, etc.) are a different story. Initially these plants grow upwards with a single stem (as basal keiki formation is being inhibited by a
hormone from the growth point).

If the plant grows too tall for you, you can make a stem cut
division. You need at least 3 aerial roots above the cut.
Remove the leaves up to the upper root (yellow arrow),
and plant in a basket with a moist spaghnum/bark mix.
Since the bottom of the plant is now isolated from the
growth point, if it has some live leaves, it should produce a
basal keiki, and thus produce a division.
Some Vandas produce basal keikis much sooner, in particular V. falcata and hybrids with this species in the background. Once the basal keikis have 2-3 roots, you could
separate them from the mother plant, but I recommend
waiting till the keiki
is blooming size (it
happens much faster when it is growing on the mother
plant).
Of course, if you
want a more productive plant (in
terms of flowering),
just leave the keikis
in place, and you
will get a profusion
of flowers.
Here Vanda Newberry
Apricot
([cristata x falcata] x
curvifolia).

